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Introduction 
Libraries and information centres form an important part of the 
program of international development agencies. The International 
Development Research Centre felt that Canada's role in this work would 
be assisted through the availability of a directory of persons with 
overseas experience, who have knowledge of the areas involved and who 
speak the language of the country concerned. 
The IDR(; therefore asked the School of Library Service at 
Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S., to undertake a survey of those 
working in Canada in the area of information services as well as 
Canadians similarly engaged elsewhere. The project was publicized in 
a notice sent to the editors of American, British, and other international 
journals. This proved a most useful means of bringing the project to 
the attention of those now working outside Canada as shown by the number 
who wrote requesting the questionnaire. The completed questionnaires 
are included on microfiche in a pocket on page 3 of the cover of this 
report. 
Eight organizations in Canada who agreed to send forms to their 
membership distributed some 6000 copies of the questionnaire. The 200 
replies received form the basis of the data file and index. 
The Index 
The index is of the Keyword in Context (KWIC) type prepared by a 
computer program from data given on the respondents' sheets. The 
column in the centre of the page has the alphabetically arranged listing. 
The information on one line refers to one respondent whose data sheet 
is recorded in the data file by the number in the right hand column. 
This number also shows the year in which the data was compiled, e.g., 
75007 refers to frame number 07 in the data file for the 1975 index. 
These data sheets on microfiche are part of the index and directory and 
should be consulted if more information is required on any person listed. 
The index has four sections. 
1. Name of respondent 
2. Type of work 
3. Language proficiency 
4. Country and year 
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Each section has a special character preceding the entry to 
enable the KWIC program to separate the four lists, as follows: 
(a) Name of the respondent / 
The family name is given first followed by a 
comma and the given name or initial(s) followed by a 
period. Example: /HURLEY, JANET.V. 
(b) Type of work % 
This index uses the following contractions, which 
are interpreted below: 
%CONS CONSULTANT 
%EDUC TEACHING IN SCHOOLS OR UNIVERSITY 
%GOVT EXPERIENCE IN GOVERNMENT LIBRARIES 
%PUBL EXPERIENCE IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
%SCHL EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOL LIBRARIES 
%SPEC EXPERIENCE IN SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
%UNIV EXPERIENCE IN UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
(c) Language Proficiency + 
Everyone listed is assumed to be familiar with 
the English language. The languages are those the 
respondent listed on the form with an indication of 
proficiency in terms of reading, writing, speaking. 
The proficiency data is not included in the index 
but will be found on the data sheet of the respondent. 
(d) Country <: 
This section lists in alphabetical sequence 
the country in which the experience was gained, and 
the time period. The name of the country is followed 
immediately by a dash and by the binomes of the years 
of the start and finish of the period. If no year 
follows the / it can be assumed the respondent was 
working in that country in 1975. For example, 
AUSTRALIA-72/ means the respondent worked in Australia 
from 1972 to 1975. 
All entries concerning an individual are given on one line that 
starts with an asterisk (*) and present the information in the following 
order: type(s) of work, language(s), country(ies) and name. For some, 
no entry or several entries of the same type may apply. The user reads 
the information starting with the asterisk; if the record continues 
beyond the right hand margin, the continuation is found at the left on 
the same line. 
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SECTION 1 
NAME OF RESPONDENT 
1.UNI V +GERHAN +HINDI +URDU >INOIA-61/62 
•xEouc +FRENCH >NIGERI,-66/68-70/73 
•XSCHL +FRENCH >GUY•Na-67169 
•xu.~rv +TA~IL >INCI~-73175 
... XUN '.J +FRENCH +SPAN~SH >AUSTRALIA--73/-
•z PEC +F~ENCH +G£RH•N >SWITZEFLAND-69 
RTU'.;UESE +RUS UN +SPANISH +FRENCH >8RAZIL-68/69-73 
SPEC +FRENC +RUSSIAN >ENGLAND >MALES >BRAZ! L-75 
•XUNIV +ITALIAN >ITALY-60/61 
•1.SCHL %SPEC +AR~BIC +FRE~CH >EGYPT-60/66 
•XSCHL >WEST-GERHANY-72/74 
+FRENCH +ITALIAN >SENEGAL-74 
•XPUBL +GEilHAN >GEF'.HAtH-64 
•Y.SPEC 7.PUBL +FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--51/54 
•xuNIV +F•~NCH >C'H~RCON-68/73 
•XCONS XUN:v +FRENCH +GERH~N >ZAHeia-11173 
•xu~IV +SP"N:SH >PHIL:PFI~ES-59/67 
K:MA~ >GH.'.tJA ... 52/56 >S:2:K~A-LEONt:-S0/61 >NIGER.IA-Di /b5 
UNIV +RUSSIAN +GERHAN +FRENCH >WEST-GERHANY-70/71 
•xsPEC +FRENCH +SPANISH +GEKHAN >FRANCE-48/56 
1.CO~S 1.SPEC +FRE~CH +GERHAN +SPANISH >ENGLAN0-55 
•XEOUC Y.SCHL >NIGERIA-64/67 
•1.SPEC +FRENCfl >SWITZERLAN0-70/73 
BOLIVIA >GUATEHALA >COSTA-RICA >EL-SALVADOR >HONDURAS 
•xsCHL +HINDI +PUNJABI >INOIA-66/68 
A-62/65 >HEXIC0-68/69 >ILE-HAU~ICE-70/74 >SENEGAL-74/-
•XUNIV +FRENCH +SPANISH >HEXIC0-70/72 
•Y.SCHL %CONS +FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--71/72 





•xsPEC +FRENCH >SWITZERLAN0-47/52 
·~~~~~~H ·~~~~~~N ·~~¥ll~~N >~~~~~it~~~~ 
• XSCHL +FRENCH +GER HA~ >GERHANY-71174 
"XPUBL +FRENCW >NEW-ZEALAN0-74175 
•%UNIV 'l.SPEC +HARATHI +HINDI >INOIA-59/60-64/65 
•XGOVT XPUBL +F~ENCH +ITALIO >ENGLAN0-43/66 
L 1.U~~~PEC +FR~~~~LIA~>A~~x~~~~~E- 6 ;~6~TUG~~~~AN;~p~~f~-
'l.SPEC XPUBL Y.UNIV +FRENCH +GERHAN >lNGLAN0-66/74 
•XCONS +FRENCH >8RAZIL-74 
•XSCHL +FRENCH >ZAHBIA-66/71 
•xuN:V +KO"EAN >KO~EA-55160 
•XEDUC >WALES-74/75 
•Y.UNIV +SPANISH >JAHAICA-71/74 
•XU NI V +3PANISH +UK~ANIAN >CHILE-66/68 
•xsPEC. >C~GLAN0-73/--
•XSPEC +FRENCH +GERHAN >AUSTRIA-68/71 
•%EDUC XPUBL +FRENCH >ENGLAN0-37/38 
•Y.EOUC +FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--73/-
+ITALIAN +FRENCH +GERHAN +SPANISH >ENGLAN0-54/63 
•XPUBL 
•XPLBL +FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--71/72 
+FRENCH +SPANIOH +GERHAN >GUYANA-70/72 
•xrnuc 'l.UNIV +FR!oNCH >UGANOA-66/68 
•1.SCHL ZUNI V + GERHAN >WE ST-GERHANY-53/54 
+GERHAN +HEBREW >WESTERN'~~~~LfA~4/~fRENt~RAEL;fi~r~ 
•%SPEC +FRENCH +SWAHILI >TANZANIA-72/75 
•1.PUBL +FRENCH >ENGLAN0-69/70 
UC %SCHL +AFHKAANS >RHOOESIA-64/67 >ZAHBIA-64/67 
C +NORWEGIA~ +FRENCH >NORWAY-54/55 >AUSTRALIA--63 
•Y.PUBL +FRENCH +GERHAN +DUTCH >NEW-ZEALAN0-65/69 
•1.GOVT +SPANISH >VIRGIN-ILS-69/70 
•%£0UC +FRENCH >GHANA-60 
•Y.UNIV +FRENCH +SPANISH +GERHAN >HEXIC0-71173 
•Y.SPEC +FRENCH +GE'<HAN +RUSSIAN >WALES-64/68 
•xsCHL +FRENCH +GERHAN >WEST-GER~.ANY-59/-
•xuNIV +MARATHI +HINDI +SANSKRIT >INOIA-58/59 
•1.EOUC +SPANISH >PUERTO-RIC0-73 
+FRENCH +GERHAN >CYPRUS-54/56 >AUSTRAL-IA--56/63 
•%SPEC +FRENCH +GERHAN >ENGLAN0-66/69 
•zGOVT %SPEC +ITHlAN >ITALY-53/56 
•XSCHL +FRENCH +SPANISH >TANZANIA-67/70 
URDU +HINDUSTANI >HALOIVE-ILS-59/60 >PAKISTAN-52154 
~~~PEG >~3~¥~ALIA~~~~9~ !~~e~YsI!~~~~~~I >IN05~~~~A~~l~~ 
•1.UNI V +TAGALOG >PHILIPPHES-63171 
•%UNIV +FRENCH >FRANCE-62/66 
HL 1.PUBL +HINDI +FRENCH >JAHAICA-75 >INOIA-64/66 
SPEC +HIND! +FRENCH +PUNJABI +TAHIL >INOIA-67/71 
•XPUBL +FRENCH >UGANDA-70 
UNIV +FRENCH >SOUTH-AFRICA-71/72 >AUSTRALIA--72/73 
•%PUBL >ENGLAN0-55/60 
•XPUBL %UNIV +AF'<IKAANS >SOUTH-AFRICA--63/65 
'l.GJVT %UNIV +HINDI +URDU +PUNJABI >INOIA-59/67 
UBL 
•7.UNIV +FRENCH +GERMAN >GHANA-66/67 
•%GOVT +FRENCH >RHODESIA-50/64 
•1.UNIV +FRENCH >ENGLAN0-72/75 
•XEOUC %UNIV >GHANA-70/74 
+SLOVAK +CZECH +RUSSIAN >CZECHOSLOVAKIA-62/68 
•Y.SPEC +FRENCH >SWITZERLAN0-74 
•XSPEC +FRENCH >ALGERIA-72174 
•.%UNIV +FRENCH >RMANOA-64/72 
•%UNIV +FRENCH >RWANOA-66/72 
•XUNIV 
•XUNIV 
•XEOUC +FRE~CH >GHANA-70/72 
+SPANISH +FRE~CH >SPAIN-69/71 
+CHINESE +FRENCH >HONG-KONG-63/65 
•%UNIV 
•Y.PUBL 
• XUN IV 
•%EDUC 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >AUSTRALIA--70/-
1.UNIV +FRENCH >ENGLAN0-60/61-63/68 
+SPANISH +PORTUGUESE >HEXIC0-74/76 
%SCHL +CHINESE >WEST-GERHANY-7 2174 
•Y.UNIV +TAHIL >SRI-LANKA 
c 'l.GOVT 'XSCHL XPUBL •xu~~eou .n~~~~H >Rm~~=~~m 
BL +FRENCH +FINNISH >FINLAND-67/68 >FINLAN0-70/71 
•1.UNIV 'l.SPEC +FRENCH +'1USSIA~ >ENGLAN0-55/67 
•XGOVT .~~~~~CH :~~~~l~H +~f~~~~SH >~~~~~~~=~~~~t 
•%SPEC XEOUC +FRE~CH >JAHAICA-74,76 
•i(PUBL XSCHL +FRENCH >ENGLAN0-73175 

































































































•XCONS 'l.EGUC %PU8L 'l.UNIV X 
+ FOC:NCH +GE 
•x 
•%CONS 'l.GOVT ISPEC %EDUC 
•Y.SPEC +FRENC~ +SPi.NISH >GH4N 
•zscH 
•XUNIV XPUBL 




•x,ouc %SPEC 'l.PUB 
•XGOVT XUN~ V +FRENCH 























































































































"'l.SPEC +ITALIAN +FRE~CH >ITALY-&3/&8 
•7.UNIV +HINDI +PUNJAoI +SANSKRIT >INDIA-&3/70 
+HINDI +PUNJ:~~uB;URDU+FREN~~NDIA>A~~I~~~t:N:~t~~~ 
•7.UNIV +A~ADIC +FRE~CH >EGYPT-&5/73 
•7.PUBL +FRENCH +ITALIA~ +SPANISH >FRANCE-74 
•7.EDUC +FRENCH +RDUHANIA~ >RDU~ANIA-&&-&9 
7.GOVT 
'l.PUBL 
• 'l.U NI V 
+SWAHILI 
•7.PUBL +FRENCH >ENGLAND-45/55 
•7.GDVT +FRENCH >JAHAICA-&8/70 
'l.SPEC 7.CONS +FRENCH >WEST-INDIES-72/73 
+SWEDISH +FRENCH +GER.HAN >SWEDEN-&7/&8 
+FRENCH +GERHAN +DUTCH >ENGLAND-70/71 
+HAUSA >TANZANIA-&8/70 >NIGERIA-73/75 
"7.UNIV +FRE~CH >GHANA-68/74 
•7.u~i~uBL +FRE~~RNCH >Ausl~~t~~~=~~~~~ 
•7.UNIV +FRENCH •7.~E~rFRCO~zX~~fi 
"'l.UNIV >FIJI 
"7.UNIV +FRENCH >FIJI-73/74 
•7.SCHL +FRENCH >NETHERLANDS-&8/70 
"7.SPEC :m~b :~~~m :~~ame:am 
+FRENCH +RUSSIAN +TURKISH +LAT!~ >ENGLAND-57/&7 
•7.SCHL +FRENCH >ZAHBIA-70/74 
•Y.SPEC 
4 'l.UNIV >ETHIOPIA-71/72 
+GERHAN >INDIA-&8-&9-70 
• 'l.UNI V 
UN IV 
"'l.SCHL >GERHANY-&&/&8 
+FRENCH +SPANISH +GERHAN >SRI-LANKA-57/58 
+GERHAN +FRENCH +RUSSIAN >WEST-GERHANY-&4/&& 
•7.UNIV +AFRIKAANS >SOUTH-AFRICA-&2/&3 
•7.SCHL >AUSTRALIA--&7/&8 
NI V 
•7.UNIV +FRENCH >CAHEROON-&9/71 
+AFRIKAANS +GERHAN +DUTCH >SOUTH-AFRICA-35/&2 
•7.PUBL +FRENCH >ENGLAND-&&/72 
"7.UNIV 'l.PUBL +FRE~CH +GERHAN >ENGLAND 
•7.UNIV +FRENCH +SPANISH >NEW-GUINEA-71/72 
"'l.SCHL +SPANISH +OUTCH >JAHAICA-&3/&7 
•7.UNIV +FRENCH +GER~AN +RUSSIAN >GHANA-&3/&4 
+FRENCH +SPANISH +ITALIAN +GERHAN >ISRAEL-73 DUC 
•+FRENCH 
•XUNIV +FRENCH >ENGLAND-&4/&7 
>CA~EROON-&7/o9 >TUNISIA-&9/71 >ALGERIA-74 
•7.PUBL +FRENCH +GERHAh >ENGLAND-&&/&9 
"'l.PUBL +GERHAN +FRENCH >WEST-GERHANY-49/51 
4 Y.PUBL +HINDI +~RDU +PUNJABI >INOIA-&0/&8 
+F~ENCH +RUSSIAN +ROHANIAN +ITALIA~ >RO~ANIA-&0/72 
•Y.PUBL +FRENCH >ENGLAND-75/77 
•7.~G~rEc +F~~~~~CH >T~~~~~~~~&~~~7 
•7.SCHL >BARBADOS-70/71 
•7.SPEC +FRENCH >ZAHEIA-57/&7 
+PUNJABI +HINDI >INDIA-&4/&8 • 'l.UNIV 
•Y.SPEC >ENGLAND-&40&7 
•7.UNIV +GERHAN +FRENCH >GERHANY-&8 
"7.GOVT 'l.PUBL 'l.SPEC >ENGLAND-50/58 
•'l.GOVT >TANZANIA-&9/71 
•Y.SPEC >FIJI-70/72 
"'l.PUBL +FRENCH +ITALIAN >JAHAICA-53 >LIBYA-52 
"'l.UNIV +HUNGARIAN +GERHA~ >HUNGARY-4&/5& 
"'l.UNIV +HINDI +SINDHI +URDU >INDIA-&0/&7 
+FRENCH +ITALIAN +MALTESE >AUSTRALIA--&9/70 
•7.UNiV 'l.PUBL +FRENCH >ENGLAND-71/-
+HUNGARIAN +GER~AN >HUNGARY-~0/5& >AUSTRIA-5&/57 
•Y.SPEC 'l.UNIV +HIHALAYAN +HINDI >INOIA-&3/71 
•7.SPEC +HINDI +RUSSIAN >INCIA-&5/75 
SPA~~~~Ec•GEP~~~ENC~AG!e~~H:~rs:~~~NISH>PHI~!G~f~!K:g~~~~ 





•7.SPEC +FRENCH >ENGLAND 
+FRENCH +GERHAN +RUSSIAN >JAHAICA-74 
+DUTCH +RUSSIAN >ENGLAND-54/57-&0/&2 
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•7.PUBL 'l.SCHL 'l.U 750153 
•zE 750111 
750005 
















75J037 • 'l. 750017 
75 J 0 '+8 
15oon 
750088 































75ClU •xc:ouc 1suosq 
75•l082 
75G 0 5• 
75Cl3o 








•%PU9L %SCHL 7.UNIV %GOVT 
ALAYSIA-68171 >INOONESIA-741- /JAHi:S,P. •r.SPEC 
GLAND >WALES >ERAZIL-75 /BATTY,CHARLES.OAVIC 
CA >EL-SALVADOR >HONCURAS /CHANUE.,J. 
~~t~~~~~~~~!HCIR~H§RTON,~LIZAGETH.HOHER 
AURoEN.B. 
NOU~A S /CHANOER,J. •%CONS %GOVT 





>W~~~~LL;~R~~~~~'~ /BATTY,CHARLES. DAVID 
/GRANT,HAOELINE 
SON 






CK ENZ IE, WALLACE 
RHAL.K. 
GY I, AILEEN.A 
JIO,HOHAHHCQ. A. 
O,CATHERINE 
/GOOOMA~,H. J. A. 
ON ,::LIZA BETH. H. •%PUBL 
-SALVADOR >HO~OURAS /C~ANDER,J, 
sq/f>O >PAKISTA~-52154 /JACOBS,M.A. 
AHrn~~OHER ··1.cDNS i.SPEC 




OLU~BE ,v IC TOR 
,HA~Y.ANNE 
/TANT I ,SPIRO 
~~:~um.a. 
ARGARE T 








LE R, KERST IN 















































































































































CONSUL TANT .. 
+FkENCH >BR4ZiL-74 /OUKE,OD•DTHY.H. 
+FRENCH >WEST-INOiES-72173 /~CKTON,ELIZ13ETH.H 
:~~~~2~SIAN>~~~rr=~Ia;a~i~[~ '~a~;~:~12~~~~~~y >H 
%EDUC %PUBL 7.U~IV %SPEC +F~E~CH +~USSlAN >fN 
%GOVT %SPEC %E~UC >GOLlVi.:. >GU.!Tt:HALA >COSTA-ii.I 
%SPEC +FR~NCH +G[~HAN +3P~~ISH >L~GL~~o-ss 
%SPEC %PUBL Y.SCHL %GOVT %UNIV +FR~NCH >WEST-
%UNIV +FRENCH +Gt>HAN >ZA~BI•-71173 /BROWN,H 
fl 
f2 
13 TE-CHING-IN-SCHOOLS-OR-UNIVERSITY. ,.. 
15 
>BOLIVIA >GU"TEH•LA >COSTA-~ICA >iL-SAL~AOOR >HO 
>WILES-74175 /ENGLANO,CLAlRE 
+FRlNCH >NIGtRIA-66/68-7C/73 /"~~Y,LORNE.J"HES 
+F~ENCH >AUSTRALIA--731- /FRAS~R,GAEL 
:ta~§~ >mrn:i:!i(~~6 ~~m~E~~~~~~H" 
+FRENCH >GH4~i-6C /HlRRISC~,J.C. 
+FRlNCH +GE~H~N +RUSSIAN >JAH~:CA-74 /~HIT~, 
+FF£NCH +IT~LIA~ >SENCGAL-74 /BOS~,,EAL 
+FRENCH +~GU.H~NIAN >ROUHANIA-b6-6Y /.~OOOY,STi.L 
+FRENCH +SP~N~SH +IT~LI~N +GE~MAN >ISRAEL-73 
+SPANISH >PUERTO-RIC0-73 /HOOG:NS,WILLIAH.H. 
+SPANISH +GER~~h +TAGALOG +VIS~YAN >FHILIPPINcS 
ZGOVT %UNIV +HINDI +URJU +PUNJASI >INOIA-5~/ 
%PU3• +FRENCH +FINNISH >FI~LANC-67168 >FINLAND 
ZPU3L +FRENCH >ENGLAN0-37/38 tFCY,K~Y 
%PUBL +SMLCISH +Fi(C:NGH +GERHM1V >S~E.O::N-67/b8 
%PUBL %U~IV %SPtC +FRENCH +Russ~~N >ENG~ANO 
%SCHL >NIGCRI•-64/67 /CiSE,ALAN.~. 
%SCHL +AFr<IKA"NS >RHOOESIA-6•/67 >Z•HlIA-64167 
%SCHL +CHINES" >WEST-G~RHANY-72174 /~AH,ROBi~ 
%SC~L +HINDI +PUNJ~Bl +URDU >!NUI~ >PAKIST'N 
Y.SCHL Y.PUBL +HINDI +FRE,GH >JA~A:C~-75 >INDIA 
%SPEC %PU13.L +FFtENCH +GER_H;.,N >CYPr,US-54/56 >J..U 
%UNIV >GH•NA-7~/74 tL•WRENCE,AUB~EY.F. 
%UNIV +AF~IKA•NS +GERMAN +DUTCH >SOUTH-AFRICC-
'l.UNIV +FR~NCH +GE~HAN +IT~LIA~ >JAMAICA-75 
%UNIV +F~ENCH >UGANOA-66/68 tGE~ZER,NAN.L. 







+FkENCH >JAMi<ICA-68170 /HC<R:;:3JN,CHf'ISTlNE 
=~~f~§~ •• ;!t~~~Sll-5016• /Le~=gr,~~!h~J~g /M 
+HlNOI +U~OU +PUNJABI >INOlA-5~/63 /JAIN,NI 
+SPANISH >VIRGIN-ILS-bg17.; /H,LL~I~,JOE 
ZPUBL +FRE~CH +ITALIAN >cNGL~ND-43/66 /DESOHO 
ZPUBL %SFlC >ENGLAN0-5J/58 /STILES,WILLIAH.G. 
ZSCHL Y.PUBL +URDU +FRENCH >INOI~-56/69 /Ml 
Y.SPEC +FRENCH +PORTUGUES~ >~NGL~N0-71/- /WOG 
~~~~§ %CC~~"LlA~FRENC~TALY;~~~~~INOI~~~~~7~3JANt~M~RT 
%SPEC %EDUC >BOLIVIA >GUATE~ALA >CDSTA-RICA >EL 
%UNIV +FRcNGH +URDU +HINOUST•NI >HAcOIVE-ILS-
%UNIV +F~ENCH +GE~HAN >ENGL~N0-70171 /HARTIN 
%UNIV +F~ENCH >WEST-INOicS-72173 /HORTON,ELlZ 
%UNIV +GEi<MAN +HINDI +Uii.OU >INOlA-61162 /A 







+FRENCH >TANZANIA-65/67 /SLEEP,E,TER·L· 
+FRENCH >AUSTRALI•--51154 /BOY"R,JEAN.H. 
+FRENCH >NIGERIA-7117: /POFOMIGH,FREO 
+FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--71172 /GABLE.BETH 
:~~E~§~ ;~~~!~~kttNa~?~~~5 /~~k~[~~~~5~~A.HAY 
!~RE~§~ :~~a~~~a:g6/72 1KEN~k5~~~~5~;~~~~~A 
+FRENCH >cNGLAN0-45155 /HORLEY,HONA.R. 
:f~~~8~ ;E~gt~~g:~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~52tE~iE 
+FRENCH >ENGLANQ-6q/70 tG••HAH,ROBERT 
+FRENCH >ENGLIN0-711- /TRIPP, PAT 
:~~~~§~ +FI~~y~~ND- 3 ~~I~LAN0~~9~6~AY>FINLAN0-70/71 
+FRENCH +GERH~N +DUTCH >NE•-ZE•LAN0-65/6q /G 
+FRENCH +GEkH•N >CYPRUS-54156 >•USTRALIA--5b/63 
+FRENCH +GlRH~N +LATIN >IVORY-COAST-7J/72 IC 
!~R~~8~ :1~~~t~N +s~~~~~~o >~~~~~~~9~,CHRJ~i~~~~ 
+FRENCH +ITALIA~ +~ALTESE >AUSTkALIA--69170 
+FRENCH +ITALIA~ >JAMAIC•-53 >LlBYA-52 /SYHO 
+FRENCH +SPANIOH'~ +GERHAN >GUYAN .. -70172 /GEGG 
+GERHAN >GERHANY-64 /BQHRO~,A. 
+GcRHAN >ENGLIN0-4816:-65/67 /WISEHAN,JOHN.A. 
+GtRHAN +FRENCH >HEST-GERHANY-4q/51 /SCHAOE,M 
+GERHAN +ITALIA~ +FRtNCH +DUTCH +RUSSIAN >ENG 
+HlNOI +FRENCfl' >JAHAIC.\-75 >INOIA-64/66 /KAH 
:~t~giRIA~RO~GER~~~NJAB~HUNGA~~~~ti~~/b~AUST~~~~~~~~ 
+ITALIAN +FRENCH +GERHAN +SPANISH >E~GLAN0-54/ 
+SLOVAK +CZtCH +RUSSIA~ >CZECHDSLOVAKiA-62/68 
+SWEDISH +FRENCH +GERHAN >SwEOEN-67/68 /HUEL 
.;~~~~H :~~~~X~ ;~~gt~N3~~~~6q tM~~!8N~~~~~~§S~~ 
+FRENCH +ITALIAN >E~GLkN0-43/66 /OESOHOGYI,AIL 
%CONS +I~QONESIAN +HALAY +GERMAN >AUSTRALI•-69 
Y.SCHL +FR~NCH >ENGLAN0-73175 /MCC~RTHY,PHYILL 









xxo J ll 
XX0032 
XXC033 













75J1 J 7 
758~:53 
75J;75 




75 J 1613 
75:01J 
75;157 
75 u 15E> 
75JJ5l 
75J i.. '..+ 7 
7 5: l b2 
















































































































0172 /SENI, TA ~ARA 
'tBATTY!CHARLES,CAVID •%CONS 7.EOUC 'l.PUBL 





I KAT ARIA, SAR DJ 
A,H, 
























•Y.CDN S 72/73 /HDRTCNCELIZABETH,HDHER 
19~8~1¥~~0R~~~~J !"'I• 
>NIGERI!-73/75 /NATION.HELEN 









































































































0 %SPEC • 
•7.UNIV 
0 7.UNI V 





































7.GDVT 7.UNIV +FRENCH >WEST-INDIES-72173 
7.UNIV XGDVT XSPEC XCDNS +FRENCH >WEST-
+F~~~t~ND;~~~~~AN /SrJ~~~x~~:~!,~&G. /DESDHD 
+AFRIKAANS >SDUTH-AFRICA--&3/&5 /KINGHA, 
•FRENCH >ENGLAND-&0/&1-&3/&8 /HAGGS,HAR 
.tk~ij~~H .t&~~r:~ •T~~~r~~N°;txff ~ ~~~8ri~ 










:~i~~R~ANS /PEr~~5o~~lk!~~i~7 >ZAHBIA-&•1&7 /GRA 
+CHINESE >WEST-GERHANY-7217• /HAH,RDBINSDN 
+FRENCH >NETHERLAhDS-&8/70 /PINCH.GLEN 
:~H~8~ :~~~ft~::gm~ m~~~t~~~~~;k: R. 
+FRENCH >ZAHBIA-7017• /PUTNAH,ODNALO,A, 
!~~~~8~ +GE~~~~AND-r~~k~ANY-~M99eRTHYit~b~RLJ~c. 
+FRENCH +GERHAN >WEST-GERH1NY-5q/- /HfNDRY.S, 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >TANZANIA-&7/70 /INGLES.SALL 
!~l~8l !~8~~:~I +uR~~oIA-&~f~gIA ~~~~~~1~N~~~l~IA 
+SPANISH +DUTCH >JAHAICA-&3/~7 /RDNQE,PAUL,QE 
XCDNS +FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--71/72 /CHAPHAN,GEOF 
%GOVT %UNIV +FRENCH >MEST-INDIES-72/73 /HDFT 
7.PUBL +HINDI +FRENCH >JAHAICA-75 >INDIA-&•/&& 
'l.PUBL +URDU +FRENCH >INOIA-5&/&q /HAJID,HOH 
7.SPEC +ARABIC +FRENCH >EGYFT•&O/&& /BISHAY,N 
i8~l~ !~~~~~~ :Q~~f~~~~~AN~=~~~5">TANl~~~~G 63 f~~ 







:~~gt~~g:gf 66~ ~~f J~~~N~Jb~J~~;G• 
>FIJI-70/72 /SWENSON.BARBARA 
!~~~~e~ +F~§~Y~ZERLA~g!~Ji~g/&& /CH~~~~~!~i~eHIA 
+FRENCH >ZAHBIA-57/&7 /SNCWBALL,GEDRGE,T, 
!~~~~g~ :~~r~2J~Lr~6!~4 '7t~l~~~:~5~rauE 
+FRENCH >SWITZERLAND-47/52 /CCCK,DONALD,c, 
+FRENCH >ENGLAND /WENHAN,JOAN 
+FRENCH >ENGLAND-7•1- /SHO•E,J~NlS 
!~~~~g~ !~~~~~~ +S~~~~~~A-&S~~QsTRI'~t~~~lLO!Si~[s 
+FRENCH +GERHAN >AUSTRIA-&8/71 /FOR3YTH,HARIA 
+FRENCH •GER~AN >SWITZERLANO-&q /BALL,JCHN,L, 
:~~r~E~ :g~~~~~ :~~~~?~~ :~~r~~~g~~~8 1 9~~~~~ 
+FRENCH +GERHAN >ENGLAND-&&/&q /HULL,DAVID,c, 
+FRENCH +GEkHAN +HEBREW >WESTcRN.~U~DPE-7•175 
+FRENCH +PORTUGUESE >ENGLAND-71/- /WCOO,CATHE 
+FRENCH +RUSSIA~ +RC~A~IAN +ITALI"N >ROHANIA-6 
+FRENCH +RUSSIA~ •ENGLAND-551&7 /HAKSHALL,K,E 
+FRENCH +RUSSIA~ >ENGLAND >WALES >BRAZIL-75 
!~~~~g~ !~~i~!~~ :¥~~~~N~~~~§11sHEXI9g~~~~~?st~t 
+FRENCH +SPANISH +GERHAN >FRANCE-48/5& /CA~F 
+GERHAN >INDIA-&8-6q-7il /RADHAKA~ISHNAN}T' 
!~!~81 !~5~~Y~N •Pu~1~g!A-~~~i~L 1~a~gf~s~IC 11 
+ITALIAN >ITALY-53/5& /HURLEY,JANET.V, 
+ITALIAN +Fii.ENCH >ITALY-&3/68 /HERRoTT,CECELI 
+ITALIAN +JAP"NESE +PORTUGUESE +SPANISH /ORUHH 
+HAl<ATHI +HINDI >INDIA-5q/&D-&•1&5 /DALIKAR,S 
+NORWEGIAN +FRENCH >NORWAY-54/55 >AUSTRALIA--63 
+SFANISH +GERMAN >URUGUAY-&&/72 /PDRZECANSK!, 
+FRENCH +ITALIAN >ENGLAND-•31&& /DtSDHOGYI,AIL 
%CONS +FRENCH >WEST-INOIES-72/73 /HORTDN,ELIZ 
%EDUC >BOLIVIA >GUATEH~LA >COSTA-RICA >EL-SALVAD 
%EDUC +FRENCH >JAHAICA-7•,7& /H-TTHEWS,Fl<ED 
7.GOVT +HINDI +URDU +PUNJABI >INDIA-5q/&3 I 
%GOVT 'l.SCHL 'l.PUBL +~RDU +FRENCH >INDIA-5&/6q 
'l.PUBL +FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--5115• /3DYER,JEAN,W 
'l.PUBL +FRENCH +GERHAN >CYPRUS-54/5& >AUSTR•LlA 
~=8~t 'l.C;~~RHAN+IND~~~~r:t 0-~='~i;& 5 ,i~RHAN/WIS~~5~t~ 
'l.PUBL 'l.SCHL 7.GOVT 7.UNIV +FRE~CH >WEST-INDIES-
'l.PUBL %UNIV +FRENCH +GERHAN >ENGLAND-&&17• 
7.UNIV +FRENCH +GERHAN +KUSSIA~ >INDIA-57/&5 
%UNIV +FRENCH +SWAHILI +HAUSA >T4NZANIA-&8/7G 





'" 15 >ETHIOPIA-71/72 /PYRCH,JEANNETTE,A, 
>FIJI /PIKE,E, 
:~~~~~A~~~ 7 "+GEk~~~WR~~81c~UBRE!~bUTH-AFRICA-35/&2 
+AFRIKAANS >SDUTH-AFRICA-&2/&3 /RcITZ,CDNRAD 
+AFRIKAANS >SDUTH-AFl<ICA--&3/&5 /KINGHA;RUTH 
+ARABIC +FRENCH >EGYPT-5q/&5 /YOUSSEF,ATEF,F, 
+ARABIC +FRENCH >EGYPT-&5/73 /HOBARAK,NAZHY,R 
+CHINESE >HDNG•KDNG-73/74 /YEUNG,C,BIK-CHUN 
+CHINESE +FRENCH >HDNG-KONG-&3/&5 ILUI,KATHLEcN 
+FRENCH >SDUTH-AFRICA-71/72 >AUSTRALIA--72/73 
+FRENCH >FRANCE-71/72 /PDTIN-CLAUDE,HDNIQUE 
+FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--7217• /PARKER.LY~.C. 
+FRENCH >RWANDA-&&/72 /LEVESQUc,PAULINE-T, 
!~~t~8~ :~~~~~~bg,~l 2 /~l1~~~~~~~~~~ERT 
+FRENCH >CAHERDDN-&q/71 /RDBERT,BERNARD 
+FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--&1/&2 >TANZANIA-&3/&~ I DD 
!~~~~8~ :~~~~§~9~2~~~ 7 " tJ6bI~~g~uC~~~~E-L, 
mm~ :§~~~~~D~~m73 /H,52I[~~~~~~DUIS-G. 
!~~~~g~ :~~it:~g:gi:gr-&3/~~AGERi~~~~~:~:~~ARET 
+FRENCH >UGANDA-&&/&8 /GEIZER,NAN,L, 
+FRENCH >ENGLAND-72175 /LAVIGUEUC.R,PAUL 
!~~t~8~ :~t~I=~~9~~s-12:~1KE,E~HDRTON,ELIZABETH,H 
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+FRENCH +GERHAN >GHANA-66/67 /KROPP,LAURA 
+FRENCH +GERHAN >GHANA-52/56 >SIERRA-LEDNE-56/6 
+FRENCH +GERMAN +ITALIAN >JAHAICA-75 /CRAVEN 
+FRENCH +GERHAN +RUSSIAN >GHANA-63/64 /ROSEN 
+FRENCH +GERHAN >ENGLAND-66/74 /DUCHESNE,RODE 
!~l~~g~ :a~~~t~ +Rt~~~k~~D- 7 2f~bIA·5~,:~TIN,,b~~¥~ 
+FRENCH +GERHAN >ZAHBIA-71173 /BRO~N,HAUREEN, 
+FRENCH +SPANISH +GERHAN >SRI-LANKA-57/58 /R 
+FRENCH +SPANISH +GERHAN >HEXIC0-71/73 /HASS 
+FRENCH +SPANIS~ >GUYANA-69/72 /HCGUIRE,~ELSA 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >AUSTRALIA•-70/· /HACKELLAR, 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >NE~-GUINEA-71/72 /ROGERS,EL 
!~~~~g~ !§~:~t~~ +H~e~~TRAL~~AN~~~IA·68~~~0NSO~~~i 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >HEXIC0-70/72 /CHAPARRO,LUIS 
+FRENCH +URDU +HINDUSTANI >HALDIVE-ILS-59/60 
:a~~~:~ +FR~~E~-G~~n~~IA~3154 ·~Esf~t~~~i~~~~z'~~·N· 
+GERHAN +FRENCH >GER~ANY-68 /STIEDA·LEVASSEUR 
+GlRHAN +HINDI +URDU >INDIA-61/62 /ALEXANDE 
+HIHALAYAN +HINDI >INDIA•63/71 /VAHA,DIVAKARA 
+HINDI +PUNJABI +SANSK~IT >INDIA-63/70 /HETH 
+HINDI +SINDHI +URDU >INDIA-60/67 /TAHILIAN 
+HINDI +URDU +PUNJABI >INDIA-59/67 /KRISHAN 
+HUNGARIAN +GERHAN >HUNGARY-46/56 /SZIVOS,HAR 
+ITALIAN >ITALY•60/61 /BIA~CHINI,LUCIAN 
+KOREAN >KOREA-55/60 /ELROD,J,HCREE 
+HARATHI +HINDI +SANSKRIT >INDIA-58/59 /HIVA 
+PORTUGUESE +RUSSIAN +SPANISH +FRENCH >BRAZIL-
+PUNJABI +HINDI •INDIA-64/68 /SODHI,B.S. 
+RUSSIAN +GERMAN +FRENCH >~EST-GERHANY-70/71 
!§~:~!§~ ~j~~k!t~!~~~7~9167 1EVA~~~~i¥~rcr~ACE 
+SPANISH +FRENC~ >SPAIN-69/71 /LOHAS,HARIA-C, 
+SPANISH +PORTUGUESE >MEXICD•74/76 /HAGINNITY 
:~~~~ta~ +U~~~~t~~PINE~~~~57~6168 1JcsG~~~~~~f:~~~~~ 
+TAHIL >SRI-LANKA /HAHALINGHAH,v, 
+TAHIL >INDIA-73/75 /APPAVOO,PATRICIA 
+FRENCH +RUSSIAN +TURKISH +LATIN >ENGLAND-57/67 
:I.EDUC XSCHL +AFRIKAANS >RHCDESIA-64/67 >ZAHBIA 
:I.GOVT :I.SPEC 7.CONS +FRENCH >~EST-INDIES-72/73 
7.PUBL +FRENCH +GERHAN >ENGLAND /ROBINSON,CHR 
~~8~~ !~~i~Y~N +F~~~t~ND;~~~HAN ~~~!~~~~AT •ENGL 
1'PUBL :I.SPEC +FRENCH +ITALIAN >ENGLAND-43/66 
7.SPEC +FRENCH +RUSSIAN >ENGLAND-55/67 /HARSH 
~§~~8 !~~~~g~ !~~~~!~N +HEB~~~LAND•~E~~~~~.Eu~8~~! 


























































• XPU BL 
•XEOUC 
•XSCHL 





0 XEOUC XUNIV +AFRIKAANS 
"XPUBL +GERMAN +ITALIAN 
•xrnuc XPUBL 








































• Y.UNI V 
•XPUBL 








• X.UNI V 
!~tl~I~ 
+G ERHA N 
"XUNIV 
•XEOUC 


















NE. ti. OE 









• X PU BL 













• XPU BL 
7.GOVT 7.SPEC 
XSCHL XGOVT 





• X SPEC 


















• X SPEC 
•xSPEC 
0 7.iOUC XPU8L +SWEDISH 
•XUNIV XPUBL 
• %.PUBL 




• X PU BL 
"XEOUC 7.U~1V XSPEC 





• 7.SPEC XUNIV 
+AFRIKAANS >RHODESIA-6•167 >ZAHBIA-6•167 /GRANT.HADEL! 
:~~~I~~~~~ .;~8¥~~A~k~t£~62~l~65 1k~i~~~~~~~r~ 
+AFRIKAANS +GERHAN +DUTCH >SOUTH-AFR!CA-35/62 /ROB!NO 
!~~~Ri2 !~~~~2~ :~g~~J:~~~~~ ~~5o~§~~~t~~~-F. 
+ARABIC +FRENCH >EGYPT-65/73 /H08ARAK.NAZHY.~. 
+CHINESE >HONG-KONG-7317• /YEUNG.C.B!K-CHUN 
+CHINESE >WEST-GERHANY-7217• tH•H.ROBI~SON 
:2~~~~SE+R~~~r~~H >~g~~c~8~roti~~~-62/~~Ul.K?[~b~~~R-EVA 
+DUTCH >ENGLAN0-70171 /NASH.HARV. H· 
!8HJ2~ :~f=~i~2~1~6!,516q 1 ~oN~E~GA¥~6~~!N[.H.oE 
+DUTCH >SOUTH-AFR!CA-3 5/62 /ROBINGW .BEATRIX. H. 
+DUTCH +RUSSIA~ >ENGLAN0-5"157-60/62 /WlKELEY.JOHN.Ki:l 
+FINNISH >FINLAN0-67/68 >F!NLAN0-70171 /HARK.TIMOTHY 
:~~~~g~ :~b~~~i~1r~~~~l7• /LE~~l~~t~~t~N.c. 
+FRENCH >AUSTRAL!A--5115• /BOYER.JEAN.w. 
+FRENCH >AUSTRAL!A--71/72 /GABLE.aETH 
+FRENCH >AUSTRAL!A--5q/66 /HILLS.PAMELA 
+FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--61/62 >TANZANlA-63/64 /DOYLE.EDITH 
+FRENCH >AUSTRALIA--73/- /FRASER.GAEL 
:~~~~2~ :i~~I~t~~~tG~~j~2 /~~~~~~~~t~~OFFREY 
+FRENCH >BRAZIL-7• /OUKE.OOROTHY.H. 
+FRENCH >CAH£ROON-6q/71 /ROBERT.BER~ARD 
+FRENCH >CAHEROON-6q/7• /PERRON.LOU!SE-L. 
+FRENCH >CAHERDON-66/73 /BR!LLANT,LCUIS-G. 
•+FRENCH >CA~EROON-67/6q >TUNISIA-&q/71 >'LGERI~-7~ IS 
+FRENCH >EGYPT-5q/65 /YOUSSEF.ATEF.F. 
+FRENCH >EGYPT-60/66 /BISHAY.NAB!A 
+FRENCH >EGYPT-65/73 /HOBARAK.NAZHY.R. 
+FRENCH >ENGLAND /WENMAN.JOAN 
+FRENCH >ENGLl~N0-66172 /ROB!NSON.ANAi<DA 
!~~~~2~ =~~gtt~g:;~~~~ ~~~~~:~~~g~~N~· 
+FRENCH > E~GLAN0-6• 167 /SAGi.R. L CRNA. JA No 
+FRENCH >ENGLAN0-75/77 /SEYMOR.VALERIE 
!~~~~2~ =~~gt~~g:~~~~I-63/~~CCAR~~:i~~~~~~l~RET 
+FRENCH >ENGLAN0-6q/70 /GRAHAH.R03ERT 
+FRENCH >ENGLAN0-72/75 /LAV!GUEUER.FAUL 
+FRENCH >ENGLAN0-7"1- /SH8RE.JAN!S 
+FRENCH >ENGLAND-711- /TR!PF.PAT 
+FRENCH >ENGLAN0-37/38 /FOY.KAY 
+FRENCH >F!Jl-7317• /PIKE.£. 
!~~~~8~ =~~:~E~:9!~9~ ~~89f ~:t~~b5~~MoN:auE 
+FRENCH >GERHANY-66 /ST!EOA·LEVASSEUR.S. 
+FRENCH >GHANA-66/7~ /~ITEC~I.AND~E 
+FRENCH >GHANA-70/72 /LEW!S.GEO~GIN• 
+FRENCH >GUYANA-b7/6q /ANGEL.MICHAEL.~. 
+FRENCH >!NO!A-56/6q /HAJIO.HOHkM~EC.A. 
+FRENCH >ITALY /GOZZl.JOHN.A~cRICO 
:~~~~2~ :3x~~!c~~~~ 6 >IN6~~~~~~i6coCt~~tH~~-~AMHA 
+FRENCH >JAHAICA-68/70 /HORR!SON.cH;;ISTiNc 
+FRENCH >NETHERLANOS-66/70 /PINCH.GLEN 
+FRENCH >NEW-ZEALAN0-7•175 /OA!LEY.cORN,.MAY 
+FRENCH >NIGERIA-E6/66-7G/73 /AHEY.LORN~.JAHES 
+FRENCH >N!GER!A-71/73 /POPOW!CH.FREO 
+FRENCH >NORWAY-5•155 >'USTRAL!A--63 ./GRlEN.~DA.L. 
+FRENCH >RHOOESIA-5016• /LAUNQY.PHlLLlP 
+FRENCH >RWANOA-66/72 /LEVESQUE.PAUL!Nt-T. 
+FRENCH >RWANOA-6•172 /LEV[SQUE.ALBERT 
+FRENCH >RWANOA-6q/71 /HALO.TrlERESA 
+FRENCH >SOUTH-AFR!CA-71/72 >AUSTRALIA--72/73 /KEOUGH. 
+FRENCH >SPAIN-6q/71 /LCH"S·HARIA-C. 
!~~~~2~ =~~iJ~~~t~~g:~g' 73 tLe~~~~~~~~I8G~Y 
:~~~~2~ :f~~~i~~K~~~/~~ 152 /SL~~~~~~9~~7t~·C· 
+FRENCH >UGAHOA-66/66 /GE!ZER.NAN.L. 
:~~~~2~ :~~~~~~Ek~ANY-~~7~I·CHA5~5~c~~g~s. 
+FRENCH >WEST-GERHANY-•q151 tsceAQE.HARGA,ET 
+FRENCH >WEST-!NO!ES-72/73 /HORTON.EL!Z"BETH.~. 
:~~~~8~ =~~~~ii~~~~~7 7217 ~SNOW~~r~~8~c~~~~T~lTH.HOHER 
+FRENCH >ZAHB!A-66/71 /EDGE.THOMAS.". 
+FRENCH >ZAHBIA-7017• /PUTNAH.OONALC.1. 
+FRENCH >GHANA-60 /HARRISON.J.~. 
+FRENCH >JAHA!CA-7•.76 /MATTHEWS.FRED 
+FRENCH >HONG-KONG-63/65 /LUI.KATHLEEN 
+FRENCH +DUTCH +RUSSIAN >E~GLAN0-5•157-EG/62 /WlKELtY 
+FRENCH +F!N~!SH >Fl~LAN0-67/68 >Fl~LAND-7~171 /HAKK. 
+FRENCH +G[RHAN >GHANA-66/67 /KRCFF.LAURA 
+FRENCH +GERMAN >GERHhNY-7117• /CPOOK.J.c. 
+FRENCH +GERMAN >CYPRUS-5~/56 >AUSTRALIA--56/63 /HOK~ 
!~~~~E~ :g~~~2~ :M~i~2~i~~~~ 1 >SI~~~l!~~~~~~~~;61 >NIGt~ 
+FRENCH +GIORHAN >WEST-GERHANY-5q/- /Hi:NQ;;Y .S. E. 
!~1~~2~ :g~==t= :1 ~fJ~~~~!~6!tg '~H:~rJj~==~f ~NNE 
+FRENCH +Gt.RHAN >~WEDrn-67/66 /HUELLE~.KtRST!N 
+FRENCH +GERMAN >CNGLANO /ROBINSON.CHKlSTOFE~ 
+FRENCH +GERMAN >ENGLAN0-66/6S /SAUNOE,S.HOWARQ.F. 
!~~~~E~ :gr~~2~ =~~~t~~8:98~~! ~~~8~~~~~L?~8~Ric.M. 
+FRENCH +GERMAN >ENGL~N0-66/&q /HULL.C~VIO.C. 
+FRENCH +GERHAN >ZAHSIA-71/73 /BRO~N.H4Uk~EN.B. 
!~~~~~~ :gf~~~~ !88f~~ ~~~~~~~~Lr~6~t5t69 1NAS~G~5~1N8ELI 
+FRENCH +GlRHAN +HEBR~W >~EST~~N.EUROP~-7~/75 >ISRAEL-7 
+FRENCH +GERMAN +ITALIA~ >JA~A!CA-75 /CKAVEN.TlHOTrlY. 
:~~~=t~ :g~~~~~ :~e!J~AN >I~J~ZAfgAE~~ 70 ' 7 7wHIT~~Sk~2~f[~A 
+FRENCH +GERMAN +RUSSIAN >GHANA-63/64 /?OSE~STOCK.HIC 
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•%UNIV %PUeL +IT~LI~N 
•"I.CONS %SPEC 
•%PU8L 



































































































•%EDUC %UNIV %SPEC +FRENCH 
'%GOVT %UNIV 
•%EDUC %UNIV +FRENCH 
























































•%EDUC %GOVT %UNIV 
•%GOVT %UNIV 
•%GOVT %UNIV +FRENCH +URDU 
•7.PUBL 
817L >I NDONESI.<-741- I J.H\lS, P, 
•%UNIV 
•%SPEC %PU2L %CONS 
•%GCVT +FRENCH 
4 %UNIV %FU8L %SPEC +F~ENGH 
•%GOVT Y.PUBL +F.:;i,ENCH 
-%GOVT %SPEC 
•%PUBL +FR€NCH 
"%~DUC %UhIV +FRfNCH +GERM~N 












0 %PUBL +GE~MAN 
.... %Uf.jIV %PUBL 





• %UtlI V 
%UNIV +FRENCfo +~USSIAN +TURKISH 
4 %PUBL +FRENCH +G~~H~N 
•%SPEC %PU3L %CONS +I~DON~SI~~ 




·~.GOVT %SPEC +FRENCH 
•%UNIV +SPANISH 
+FRENCH +GERMAN +SPANISH >"USTRI~-67171 /VESPRY.H,A, 
+FRENCH +GERMAN +SPANISH >ENGLAN0-54163 /FYFE.JANET 
+FRENCH +GERMAN +SPANISH >ENGL4ND-55 tC•RTW~IGHT,MOIF 
+FRENCH +ITALIAN >JAM,ICA-53 >LIBY~-52 /SYHONS,K, 
+FRENCH +ITALIAN >ENGLAND-43/66 /CESOHOGYI.AILEEN,AD~ 
+FRENCH +ITALIAN >S~NEGAL-74 /SOSA,R~"" 
+F~ENGH +ITALIAN >ENGL~ND-sg15g /~CKENZIE.w 
+FRENCH +ITALIAN >ENGLAN0-43/66 /DESOHOGYI.AILEEN,A 
+F~ENCH +ITALIAN +SPANISH >FRANC~-74 /HJNNIN,MARY,ANN 
+FRENCH +ITALIAN +MALTESE >AUSTRaLIA--6917: /TANTI.SP 
+FRENCH +PORTUGUESE >ENGLAND-71/- /WOOO,CATHERINt 
+FRENCH +PUNJABI +TAMIL >INDIA-67/71 /K"T~RIA,S~~OJ 
+FRENCH +RGUM.IN!AN >~OUHANIA-66-69 /MCUDY,STELLA 
+FRENCH +~USSIAN >W~ST-GE~H~NY-64/66 /~EIM~RS.I. 
+FRENCH +RUSSIAN >E~GLAND-55167 /H~RSH•LL,K.~. 
•FRENCH •RUSSIAN >ENGLAND >WALoS >ERAZIL-75 /BATTY.c 
+FRENCH +RUSSIAN +TURKISH +LATIN >ENGLAND-57/67 IP•I 
+FRENCH +RUSSI~N +;QH~NIAN +ITALIAN >RGMANI~-bC/72 I 
+FRENCH +SPANIOH +G~R~AN >GUYANA-?J/72 /GiGGI~.SUSAN. 
•FRENCH +SPANISH >GUYANA-69/72 /HCGUIRo.~oLS" 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >T~NZANIA-67/70 /!NGL~S.SALLY 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >AUSTRALIA--70/- /MACKELLA~.MARYLIN 
+FRENCH +SP~NISH >GHANA-62/65 >McXICC-68/69 >lLE-HAURlC 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >NE~-GUINEA-71/72 1•0GE~S.tLISA8ETH 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >AUSTR~LIA--75/- /AkC~SON.HJRC:J 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >H~XIC0-70172 /CfoAPAR~O.LU15 
+FRENCH +SPANISH +lTALI~N +G~~~AN >IS~~~L-73 /~OTHST 
+FR~NCH +SPANISH +GEkMAN >SRI-LANK~-57/Sd /~COHONO.O. 
+FR.=:NCH +SPANISH +GC::~M~H-t >11(XIC0-71173 /H!-i.S3.PATR1Cii:. 
++FR~NCH +SPANISH +TU~~~SH >CYFKUS-63/64 /MAS~ZADL.TULI 
+FR~NCH +sPi:.NISH +GEkHAN >FRA~CE-48/56 /CAHPBELL.H.c. 
+FRENCH +SWAHILI >TANZANIA-72175 /GRAH"M,d~VcRLY.M, 
+FRENCH +SWAHIL: +HAUSA >TANZ~~IA-68/70 >NIG~RIA-73/7 
+FRENCH +U~DU +HiNDUSTANI >MALDIVi-!LS-59/6C >PAKISTMN 
+GE~H~N >AUSTRAL:~-63/?J >HALAYSIA-68/71 >:NOONCSIA-74/-
+GERM•N >AUSTkIA-68/71 /FORSYTH,MARIANNc 
+GERM~N >CYPRUS-54/56 >AUSTRALI4--56/63 /HOR2CCKS.NO~H 
+G~RM•N >ENGLAND /RC8lNSON.CHRISTOFER 
:g~~~f~ =~~§ti=8=~~~2~-65/'~~UNQ~~~§~2=~~5~~~ ••• 
+GERH~N >~NGLAND-66/74 /OUCH~SN~.~co~RIC.~. 
+GfRMo~ >ENSLAND-70171 /MARTI~.~LINCR 
:g~~~t~ =~~~~2~e:~~~g 9 1t~~~~~et~A~c~· 
+GERMhN >Gc~HANY-71/74 /CROCK, J.C. 
+GE:RMi'.d~ > GERHJ'.:.NY-64 /BO~RON .A. 
+GE~H~N >GHANA-52156 >SIE~RA-L~ON~-36/61 >NIG~~IA-61/63 
+GERMAN >GHANA-66/67 /K~OPP,LAU'A 
+GERM~N >GUY~NA-7~/72 /G~GGIE.SUSAN.O. 
+GERM'N >HU~GARY-50/~6 >AUSTRIA-56/57 IV•DNAY.SUSAN 
+GERM•N >HUNGA~Y-46/56 /SZIVJS.MARIA 
+GERHAN >INDiA-6d-6g-7c /RAOHAKARISHNAN.T, 
+GERMAN >ISRAEL-73 /~OTHSTEIN.SAHUEL 
+GERM~N >HEXIC0-71/73 /HASS.PATR!CIA.R,DE 
+GE.RHAN >S'<I-LANKA-57158 /RE0110ND.D .A, 
+GERMAN >SWEDEN-67/68 /MUELLER.KERSTIN 
+GERM'N >SWITZERLAND-69 /BALL,JCH~.L. 
:g~~~t~ :~2e~B~v~6~~}2 '~~J~~tt~~~K~:s. 
+GERMAN >WEST-GE~MANY-53/- /H~NDRY.S.~. 
+GERMAN >W~ST-GE~MANY-53/54 /GEORGE.IRMGARD,N, 
+GERMAN >ZAMSIA-71173 /BRCWN,HAUREEN,B, 
+GERMAN +DUTCH >ENGLAND-7Q/71 /NAS~.MA~Y.M, 
+GERMAN +DUTCH >SOUTH-AFRICA-35/62 /R0SINOW,JEATRIX,H, 
+GERMAN +DUTCH >N~W-ZlALAND-65/69 /G•OOTNOcLINE,H,OE 
+GERMAN +FRENCH >GE~HANY-68 /STI~OA-LEVASS~U~.S. 
+GERMAN +FRENCH >WE~T-GC~~ANY-?J/71 /JUSCH.B.J • 
+GERM~N +FRENCH >WEST-GfPMANY-43/31 /SCH~O~.~ARG~RET 
+GERH~N +FRENCH +RUSS:A~ >~~ST-G~~MANY-t~/66 /R~lME~S 
+GERM~~ +H~BREW >WEST~RN.EUROFC-74175 >ISRHEL-74/75 I 
+GERMAN +HlNDI +U~OU >IND!A-bl/b2 /~LEXANO~R~SAHU~L. 
+GERHAN +ITALIAN >JAMAICA-75 /CRAVEN,T~HOTHY,C, 
•GERM~N +ITALIAN +F~ENCH •DUTCH ·~uss:AN >oNGLAND-54/5 
+GERH'N +L~TIN >IVO~Y-COAST-7J/72 /COLUM~E.VICTGR 
+GERMAN +RUSSI.IN >J~MAICA-74 /WHIT~.JANETT~.~. 
+GERMAN +RUSSIA~ >GHANA-63/64 /ROSoNSTOCK.MICHAEL 
+GERM•N +RUSSIAN >"~LES-o4/6B /HAWORTH,N,D, 
+G~RH~N +RUSSIA~ >INDIA-57/65 /COUTI~HO.IRCN~ 
+GERM~N +SPANISH >AUSTRIA-67/71 /VESPRY,H.A, 
+G~~M'N +SPANISH >ENGLAND-54/63 /FYF~.JANET 
+GERMAN +SPANISH >ENGLAND-55 /CARTWRIGHT.MOIRA,C, 
+GE~M~N +TAG~LCG +v:SAY~I~ >PHILIPPINiS-6G/6~ /VASQU~Z. 
•H"us~ >TANlANIA-68/70 >NIGERiA-73175 /NATION.HELEN 
+H~BRlW >W~STEPN.~U~OP~-74/75 >IS~AEL-74/75 /GOODM~N.H 
+~I~ALAYAN +HINOI >:NCI~-63171 /VAMA.OiV~K4k~.K. 
+t-'INDI >IN0~~-59/6~-64/65 /G~LIKA~.SUN~NDA 
+f"INDI >INDIA-63/71 /VAMA,DIVAKARA.K, 
••IND: >INDIA-64/66 /SOOHI.s.s. 
+HiNOi +FRENCH >JAH~ICA-75 >I~DIA-64/66 /KA~RA,RAMM' 
+HIND: +FRENCH +PUNJABI +TMH~L >INOIA-67/71 /KAT~Ri~ 
+HINDI +PUNJA3I >INOIA-66/68 /CHANOER,SUNEETA 
+HINDI +PUNJA3I +SANSK~IT >INDIA-63/7J /METHA,SUBHASH 
+HINDI +PUNJA8I +URDU >INDIA >PAKISTAN-57/61 /MIMHA 
+HINDI +RUSSIAN >INDIA-65/75 /VA~~A.SH:V 
+HINDI +SANSKRIT >INDIA-58/59 /HIVALE.VIHARI,K, 
+~INDI +SINDHI +U~OU >!NDIA-OG/67 /T~HiLIA~I~HCTI 
+"INOI +URDU >INDI~-61162 /ALEXANOER,SAMUoL.O. 
:~1~81 :H~B~ :~H~jlHt :1=Bt::e8~~I ~~i~2~~!1~~~~~:c. 
+HINDi +URDU +PUNJABI >INDIA-59/67 /KRISHAN.KEWAL 
+HINDUSTANI >MALDIVc-ILS-5g/60 >PAKISTAN-52154 /JACOBS 
H'UNG,'IIA~ +GERMAN >HUNGA,;.Y-5J/56 >.IUST'IA-56/57 /V~O 
+HUNGAKIA~ +GERMAN >HUNGARY-4c/S6 /SZIVOS.HARIA 
+INDONESIAN +H.LAY +G~RMAN >AUSTRALIJ-6g/7~ >~ALAYSJA-6 
+ITALIAN >ENGLAND-59/69 IHCK-NZit.~ALLACE 
+lTAL:AN >tNGLAND-43/66 /OoSOMOGYI.AILttN.AOA 
+ITALIAN >ENGLAND-43/66 /DESOMOGYI,llLEEN,A 
+ITALIAN >IT"LY-53156 /HURLlY,JANET.V, 
+ITALIAN >JAMAIC•-53 >LIBYA-52 /SYMCNS,K, 
:i1:ti:: :d~~2~~t=l~112 icR'~~~1!t~a1~1·c· 
+ITALIAN >SENEGAL-74 /AOSA.REAL 
+ITALIAN >ITALY-60/bl /BIA~CfoINI.LUCl"N 
+ITALIAN +FRENCH >ITALY-63/68 /M5R,ETT.CcCELJA,M, 
•+ITALIAN +FRENCH >ITALY /GOZZJ,JCHN,AMtRlCO 
+ITAL~~N +FRE~CH +DUTCH +RUSSIA~ >ENG~AND-5~/57-60/62 
+:TALIAN +FRENCH +GERHAN +SP•NISH >ENGLJN0-54/63 /FY 
+ITALIAN +GERMAN >I3~kEL-73 /ROTHSTEiN.S~HUEL 
+ITALIAN +JAPANESE +PJRTUGUESE +SPANISH /DRUH~OND.F~ANC 
+ITALIAN +MALTESE >~USTRALIA--69170 IT.NTI,SPIRO 
+!TALIA~ +SPANISH >FkANC~-74 /HON~IN.~~RY.A~NE 
+JAP~NESE +PO,TUGUESE +SP,NISH /DRUMMOND,F~ANCES.M 
+~ORE•N >KO~EA-55/60 /ELROD,J,HCREt 
+LATIN >~NGL~ND-57167 /P~IO~O~E.P~T~~ 
+LATIN >IVORY-COAST-70172 /CJLUMdo.VICTOR 
+~ALAY +GERH~N >~USTR;LI~-63/?J >HAL~Ysi~-68/7~ >INDONl 
+MALT~S >~UST~ALl~--6~/70 /TANTI.s~rKo 
+~AR~TH +HINDI >INQI~-59/0J-64/65 /D~LIK~~.SUNAND~ 
+HARATH +HINDI +SANSKRIT >lhDIA-58/59 /HIVALE,VIHA•I 
+NORWcG ·~ +FRENCH >NO~WAY-54/55 >AUSTRALIA--63 tGREo 
+PORTUG ESE >ENGLAND-7:/- /~OOD.CATHERINE 








































































































































•XSPEC +ITALIAN +JAPANESE 
•Y.SPEC XGOVT +HINDI +URDU 
•XEOUC XGOVT XUNIV +HINDI +URDU 





















































•7.PUBL XUNIV +FRENCH 
•Y.UNIV +HARATHI +HINDI 

















































•xsPEC ·~G~~S t~~~~8~ 
•7.EOUC XPUBL 
•xuNIV 





•xEouc XSCHL +HI~DI 
•xuNIV +HINDI 
•XGOVT Y.UNIV +GER~AN 




•XEOUC XGOVT XUNIV 














+PORTUGUESE +RUSSIAN +SPANISH +FRENCH >BRAZIL-68/69-73 
+PORTUGUESE +SPANISH /ORUHHCNDoFRANCES,H 
+FUNJABI >INDIA-59/63 /JAINoNIRHALoKo 
+FUNJABI >INOIA-59/67 /KRISHANoKEMAL 
+FUNJ•BI >INOIA-60/68 /SCHOEVAoOEMAN,Co 
+PUNJABI >INOIA-66/68 /CHANCER,SUNEETA 
+FUNJ~BI +HINDI >INDIA-64/68 /SODHI B.s. 
+ FUNJABI +SANSKRIT >IND! A-63/ 70 /HEfHA 1 SUB HASH, C, 
:~8~~:~I :i~aiL :I~8I~-6 r~IkrsTA~~~l:~IA.~A~~tHHAS,OHIREN 
+ROHANIAN +ITALIAN >ROHANIA-60/72 /SENI,TAHARA 
+ROUHANIA~ >ROUHANIA-66-69 /HOOOY,STELLA 
+RUSSIAN >CZECHOSLOVAKIA-62/68 /LEDERER, EVA 
+RUSSIAN >oNGLAN0-54/57-60/62 /MIKELEYoJOHNoKEITH 
+RUSSIAN >ENGLAN0-55/67 /HARSHALL,KoEo 
+RUSSIAN >ENGLAND >WALES >BRAZIL-75 /BATTY,CHARLES,OA 
!~8~~i:~ :r~~~::~~~g~ . ~~8Gi~~~8~~R~~~HA£L 
+RUSSIAN >INOIA-65/75 /VARHA,SHIV 
+RUSSIAN :~:~~~~~4~~ 8 /~~liBR~~N~!~~oHo !~8~~I:~ >MEST-GERHANY-64/66 /REIHERS,Io 
+RUSSIAN +GERHAN +FRENCH >MEST-GERHANY-7G/71 /BUSCHoB 
!~8~~!:~ !~~~~~§~N +tk~~~~AN •B~~~~e~i~ig~~?~ ~~~~A1~A~~ 
+RUSSIAN +TURKISH +LATIN >ENGLAN0-57/67 /PRIOHOREo~ET 
+SANSKRIT >INOIA-58/59 /HIVALE,VIHARioKo 
+SANSKRIT >INOIA-63/70 /HETHA,SUBHASHoCr 
:~t~e~R :g~~gH +RuJ~~!~- 6L/~~ZECH6~e~i~R~~!6~9iA /LEOERE 
+SPANIOH +GERHAN >GUY•NA-70/72 /GEGGIE,SUSANoDo 
+SPANISH >AUSTRALIA--70/- /HACKELLAR!HARYLIN 
!~~:~I~~ ::8gl~f~!~7i?l 1 - 1v~~~~~:a~!~ RCIA 
+SPANISH >ENGLAN0-54/63 /FYFEoJ•NET 
+SPANISH >ENGLAN0-55 /CARTMRIGHT,HCIRAoCo 
+SPANISH >FRANCE-74 /HONNIN,HARY.ANNE 
+SPANISH >GHANA-62/65 >HEXIC0-68/69 >ILE-HAURICE-70/74 
+SPANISH >GUYANA-69/72 /HCGUIRE,MELSA 
+SPANISH >JAHAICA-71/74 /EVANS PATRICIA 
+SPANISH >HEXICD-70/72 /CHAPAR~D1LUIS 
+SPANISH >NEM-GUINEA-71/72 /ROGEKS,ELISABETH 
+SPANISH >PHILIPPINES-59/67 /BULAONG,GRACE 
+SPANISH >PUE,TO-Ric9-13 /H02GINS1MILLI.AH0Ho 
t~~:~i~~ :~f~G~~!~L~-~~~10 tI,H~Er~f~~J~E 
+SPANISH /ORUHHONO,FRANCESoH 
+SPANISH +DUTCH >JAHAICA-63/67 /RC~OEoPAULoOE 
!~~:~I~~ !~~~~8~ ~~~~f~~6~~~f9 -73 tLCH{~~~~~~!~e~N 
+SPANISH +GERMAN ~URUGUAY-66/72 /FORZECANSKI,So 
!~~:~J~~ :g~~~~~ :~~~i~~~~~i~~156 tHA~~~~~~~~C~A!R.OE 
+SPANISH +GERHAN >FRA~CE-48/56 /CAHP8ELL,HoCo 
+SPANISH +GERHAN +TAGALOG +VISAYAN >PHILIPPINES-60/68 
:~~:~I~~ :~~~lG~~ES~GERHe~EXIC~!1e,,~- 73 /HA~~~~~i~~e~~~tauE 
+SPANISH +TURKISH >CYPRUS-63/64 /HASAZAOE,TULIN 
+SPANISH +UKRANIAN >CHILE-66/66 /FISH&JoANNETTE 
:~=:~itI +HAi~~ZANierI~~I~rA-6~~~~HAHo~~~~E~IA~,3/75 /NAT 
+SWEDISH +FRENCH +GERHAN >SMEOEN-67/68 /HUELLER,KERST 
+TAGALOG >PHILIPPINES-63/71 /JESUSoANGELAoHoOE 
!l:~~tDG +~f~~I~~6717 lPHIL}k~l~~fA~g~~8J /VASQUEZ.TERESA 
+TAHIL >INOIA-73/75 /APPAVOO,PATRICIA 
+TAHIL ·;a~?~t~~~3/6•/HAH~~!~~~:a~~TULIN 
!l8~~l~~ +LATIN >ENGL•ND-57/67 /PRIOHO~E.PETER 
+UKRANIAN >CHILE-66/68 /FISH, JEANNETTE 
+URDU >INDIA >PAKISTAN-57/61 /HIMHASoOHIRENOARoSo 
+URDU >INOIA-60/67 /TAHILIANioHDTI 
+URDU >INOIA-61/62 /ALEXANOER,SAHUELoOo 
+URDU +FRENCH >INOIA-56/69 /HAJIOoHOHAHHEOoAo 
+URDU +HINDUSTANI >HALOIVE-ILS-59/60 >PAKISTAN-52/54 
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760003 


























































COUNTRY AND YEAR 
•Y.EOUC 
•+FRENCH >CAHEROON-67;~~PE;TUNIS~~~~~~71 
•xSPEC XPUBL +FRENCH 
XSPEC XPUBL +FRENCH +GERHAN >CYPRUS-5~156 
•XPUBL +FRENCH 
•xSCHL XUNIV +FRENCH 




+FRENCH +ITALIA~ +HALTESE 
•xuNIV +FRENCH +S~ANISH 
•XPUBL +FRENCH 




•xuNIV +FRENCH +SPANISH 
p, 
•Y.SPEC -~~~~t xc~~aNGARia~00 ~~~~~~N +HA~~iNG!~~~~c~56 
/CHANDER, Jo 
• Y.UNI V 
•xSPEC +FRENCH +GERHAN +SPANISH 
•xSPEC +FRENCH +GERHAN 
•xCONS XGOVT XSPEC ·~~5~~ 











•xuNIV +SPANISH +UKRANIAN 
•xCONS 'l.GOVT XSPEC XEOUC >BOLIVIA >GUATEHALA 
XSPEC 
XEOUC 
•Y.EOUC XSPEC XPUBL +FRENCH +GERHAN 
xEouc 
XPUBL 
•+FRENCH +SPANISH +TURKISH 
•xuNIV +ARABIC +FRENCH 
•xSCHL XSPEC +ARABIC +FRENCH 
•xuNIV +ARABIC +FRENCH 
>BOLIVIA >GUATEHALA >COSTA-RICA 
•xuNIV XPUBL +FRENCH +GERHAN 




•xEDUC XPUBL +FRENCH 
·~UNIV XPUBL XSPEC +FRENCH +ITALIAN 
•XGOVT iPUBL :~~Q~fH +!~~~~~~ 
•xSPEC XPUBL +GERHAN 
•xGOVT XPUBL XSPEC 
•xPU8L +FRENCH 
•xPUBL +GERHAN +ITALIAN +FRENCH +DUTCH +RUSSIAN 
•xuNIV XPUBL +ITALIAN +FRENCH +GERHAN +SPANISH 
•xCONS XSPEC +FRENCH +GERHAN +SPANISH 
•xPUBL 
•xuNIV XSPEC +F~ENCH +RUSSIAN 
•xPUBL XUNIV +FRENCH +RUSSIAN +TURKISH +LATIN 
• XEOUC 











•XSPEC XPUBL XUNIV +FRENCH +GERHAN 
XPUBL 
•xPUBL +FRENCH 
•XGOVT XUNIV +FRENCH +GERHAN 
•xuNIV +FRENCH +GER~AN +DUTCH 
•xuNIV XPUBL +FRENCH 













•xEOUC XPUBL +FRENCH +FINNISH 
+FRENCH +FINNISH >FINLAN0-6716& 



















•xSPEC +FRENCH +SPANISH 
+FRENCH +GERHAN +RUSSIAN 




'XCONS XGOVT XSPEC XEOUC >BOLIVIA 
•xSCHL +FRENCH 
•xuNIV +FRENCH +SPANISH 
•xPUBL +FRENCH +SPANIOH +GERHAN 
XEOUC >BOLIVIA >GUATEMALA >COSTA-RICA >EL-SALVAOO• 
•xuNIV +CHINESE +FRENCH 
•xuNIV +CHINESE 
•xuNIV +HUNGARIAN +GERHAN 
•Y.SPEC 
•xPUBL +HUNGARIAN +GERHAN 
+FRENCH +SPANISH >GHANA-62165 >HEXIC0-68/69 
•xEOUC XSCHL +HINDI +PUNJABI +URDU 
•xSPEC XGOVT XSCHL XPUBL +URDU +FRENCH 
•xSPEC XUNIV +FRENCH +GERHAN +RUSSIAN 
•xuNIV +MARATHI +HINDI +SANSKRIT 
•xuNIV XSPEC +MARATHI +HINDI 
•xSPEC XGOVT +HINDI +URDU +PUNJABI 
•xEOUC XGOVT XUNIV +HINDI +URDU +PUNJABI 
•xuNIV +HINDI +SINDHI +URDU 
•xPUBL +HINDI +URDU +PUNJABI 
~~t~~~l:=~~17 ~ /SA~~i~i~~~6~~~L 
>AUSTRALIA--5115~ /BOYERoJEANoMo 
>AUSTRALIA--56163 IHORROCKSoNORHAN 
~:8~l~~ti~::g~:g~ >T~~!~~~!~~~~~e /OOYLEoEOITHoEo 
>AUSTRALIA--63 IGREENoAOAoLo 
::8~l~:tII:::g~:~g :~~~~~~s~~~6T.a. 
>AUSTRAL A--701- IHACKELLARoHARYLIN 
>AUSTRALIA--71172 /GABLE.BETH 
>AUSTRALIA--71172 /CHAPHAN,GEOFFREY 




>AUSTRIA-67171 /VcSPRY ,H, Ao 
/JAHES, 
~A~~T~~~s~9'~~ 1 ~~~B~~~!~~R!~~~CA >HoL~V~A .auA~EHALA >COSTA-~tcA >EL-SALVADOR >HONDURAS 
>BRAZIL-68/69-73 IBARHANoJEAN 
~R~~~it:~~ :g~~fy~g~~~~ts~oAvio 
>CAHcROON-67169 >TUNISIA-69171 >ALGERIA-7~ 




>CHILE-66/68 /FISH, JEANNETTE 
>COSTA-RICA >EL-SALVADOR >HONCURAS ICHANOER~J, 




>EL-SALVADOR >HONDURAS /CHANOERoJo •7.CON 
>ENGL ANO /ROBINSONoCHRISTOFER 








































~g~2~~=g~l56 t~li~~~~N~5.~;-56t61 >NIGERIA-61165 /BURKETT 





>GUATEMALA >COSTA-RICA >EL-SALVADOR >HCNOURAS 
>GUYANA-67169 IANGELoHICHAELoRo 
/CH ANO ER, 
>GUYANA-69172 /HCGUIREoMELSA 
>GUYANA-70172 /GEGGIE,SUSANoOo 
>HONDURAS /CHANDER, Jo 
>HONG-KONG-63165 /LUI.KATHLEEN 
•xcoNs XGOVT XSPE 
>HONG-KONG-73174 /YEUNGoCoBIK-CHUN 
:~8~gt~~=~8:§g >AG~Y~~2=~~,~~A tVAONAY,SUSAN >ILE-HAURfCE-7017~ >SENEGAL-7~1- ICHANTALoJEANoOE 








































































































•Y.GOVT Y.UNIV +GERHAN +HINOI +UROU 
·'l.~~~~EC t.~~~er ·~~~~:~!YA~SA~~~~a! 
•%EDUC Y.SCHL Y.PUBL +HINOI +FRENCH >JAHAICA-75 
•Y.UNIV +PUNJABI +HINOI 
:rn;~E :~rns1 :~8~~m 
•Y.SPEC +HINOI +FRENCH +PUNJABI +TAHIL 
•Y.SPEC +GER HAN 
•%UNIV +TAHIL 
+HALAY +GERHAN >AUSTRALIA-6q110 >HALAYSIA-68/71 
•'l.EOUC +FRENCH +SPANISH +ITALIAN +GERHAN 
+FRENCH +GERHAN +HEBREW >WESTERN.EUROPE-74/75 
•+ITALIAN +FRENCH 
•Y.GOVT 'l.SPEC +ITALIAN 
•'l.PUBL 
•%UNIV +ITALIAN 
•%SPEC +ITALIAN +FRENCH 
+FRENCH +GER~AN +LATIN 
•'l.PUBL +FRENCH +ITALIAN 
•Y.SCHL +SPANISH +OUTCH 
•Y.GOVT +FRENCH 
•%UNIV +SPANISH 
•Y.EOUC +FRENCH +GERHAN +RUSSIAN 
•xsPEC %EOUC +FRENCH 
•'l.EOUC %UNIV +FRENCH +GERHAN +ITALIAN 
·x~ouc 'l.SCHL 'l.PUBL +HINOI +FRENCH 
•%UNIV +KOREAN 
•'l.PUBL +FRENCH +ITALIAN >JAHAICA-53 
+INDONESIAN +HALAY +GERHAN >AUSTRALIA-6q/70 
•%GOVT 'l.UNIV +FRENCH +UROU +HINOUSTANI 
JEAN.OE •Y.SPEC +FRENCH +SPAN I SH > GHANA-62/ 65 
IV +FRENCH 




•%UNIV +FRENCH +SPANISH 
•'l.PUBL +FRENCH +GER~AN +OUTCH 
•'l.PUBL +FRENCH 
>GHANA-52/56 >SIERRA-LEONE-56/61 
• 'l.EOUC Y.SCHL 
•'l.EOUC +FRENCH 
•'l.PUBL +FRENCH 
EC 'l.UNIV +FRENCH +SWAHILI +HAUSA >TANZANIA-68/70 
%UNIV +FRENCH +UROU 
•'l.EQUC 'l.SCHL 
•%SPEC +NORWEGIAN +FRENCH 
+HINOUSTANI >HALDIVE-ILs-5q/60 
+HINOI +PUNJABI +URDU >INOIA 
•'l.UNIV +SPANISH 





•%UNIV %EDUC 'l.SCHL +AFRIKAANS 




"'l.EOUC +FRENCH +ITALIAN 
+SPAN I SH >GHANA-62/65 >HEXIC0-68/69 >ILE-HAURICE•70/74 












•%PUBL %UNIV +AFRIKAANS 





+FRENCH +SPANISH +GERHAN 








•%SCHL +FRENCH +SPANISH 













•%SPEC +FRENCH +SWAHILI 
•+FRENCH >CAHEROON-67/6q 





+FRENCH +RUSSIAN >ENGLANO 
















































>JAHAlCA-53 >LIBYA-52 /SYHCNS,K. 
>JAHAICA-63/67 /RONOE,PAUL.0£ 
~~:~:1g::~~:~a :~~~~~~~~f~~~f ~TINE 
>JAHAICA-74 /WHITE,JANETTE.H. 
~~:~:ig::~~· 16 1c~~el~~~~~a~~~~c. 
>JAHAICA-75 >INOIA-64/66 /KAHRA,RAHHA 
>KORE~-55/60 /ELROO,J.HCREE 
>LIBYA-52 /SYHONS K. 
>HALAYSIA-68/71 >IN~ONESIA-74/- /JAHES1P· •xsPEC %PUBL 
>HALOIVE-ILS-5q/60 >PAKISTAN-52/54 /JA~OBS,H. A. 
>HEXIC0-68/6q >ILE-HAURICE-70/74 >SENEGAL-7~/- /CHANTAL, 
>MEXIC0-70/72 /CHAPARRORLUIS 
~~f~i88:~~:~~ :~:~¥~~~tY;g~~AEcDE 




>NIGERIA-61/65 /BURKETT,RICHARO.S. +Y.UN 
>NIGERIA-64/67 /CASE,ALAN. R. 
~~Ig~~I~:~r:~~-70/~~0POwf~~~~R~8RNE.JAHES 
>NIGERIA-73/75 /NATION, HELEN 
>NORWAY-54/55 >AUSTRALIA--63 /GRE"N,AOA.L. 
~~:~t~t:~:~,:~i :~~~~~~:~H~RENDAR.s. •:t.GOVT 
>FHILIPPINES-5q/67 /BULAONG,GRACE 




>RHODESIA-64/67 >ZAHBIA-64/67 /GRANT,HAOELINE 
~~8~~~~tA~g~~~9 1 ~R~6o~~~~~eLA 








~~k~;~A~~~ 11 /H~~2~~~l~:~;e:c· 







>TANZANIA-67/70 /INGLES, SALLY 
/KEOUGH,!<. 
~l:~~i~t::g~:~~ /~QVR~~eA~d~~6AN /NATION,HELEN 
>TANZANIA-72/75 /GRAHAH,BEVERLY.M. 
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